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Nail Tools range from £17.50 - £37.50 per tool.

The Tools

The London
£35.00 - silver
£37.50 - black
The London cuticle nipper is a slimline, precise,
professional tool. The additional of the clasp (locking
mechanism) also makes this the ideal purchase for
mobile nail techs and session artists.
The key feature of The London, aside from the slimline
shape which makes for an ergonomic fit, is the BLADE.
At 3.5mm, the blade is designed specifically for
precision. Smaller nail plates and tighter corners? Not a
problem for The London!

Brand Hashtags

#teamtnluk #tnluk

Discount Codes

QUEENB5
SARAH5
LAURA5

LIDIA5
GLOSSY5

LEE5
VONNY5
NICKY5



The New York
£35.00 - silver
£37.50 - black
The New York cuticle nipper is a slimline, precise,
professional tool. Unlike The London, The New York has a
more traditional, clasp free look. Don't let her beauty fool
you - she isn't just a fashion accessory.
The key feature of The New York, aside from the slimline
shape which makes for an ergonomic fit, is the BLADE. At
3.5mm, the blade is designed specifically for precision.
Smaller nail plates and tighter corners? Not a problem for
The London!

Dual ended
Available in black or silver
This item comes with a 12 month warranty to protect
against manufacturing faults
Two sizes of spoon ends make it easier to cater for
differing nail plate sizes
Designed to push back & open proximal nail fold

The Venice
£20.00 - silver
£22.50 - black
The Venice is a dual-ended cuticle pusher and comes with
a two different sized spoon ends. The benefit of having
The Venice in your collection is that the spoon ends cater
for different sized nail plates. 
This is an essential tool and is designed to push back &
open the proximal nail fold - step one of the manual nail
prep!



Dual ended
Available in black or silver
This item comes with a 12 month warranty to protect
against manufacturing faults
Two sizes of spoon ends make it easier to cater for
differing nail plate sizes
Designed to push back & open proximal nail fold

The Tokyo
£20.00 - silver
£22.50 - black
The Venice is a dual-ended cuticle pusher and comes with
a two different sized spoon ends. The benefit of having
The Venice in your collection is that the spoon ends cater
for different sized nail plates. 
This is an essential tool and is designed to push back &
open the proximal nail fold - step one of the manual nail
prep!

Dual ended
Available in black or silver
This item comes with a 12 month warranty to protect
against manufacturing faults
Perfect for manicures and pedicures

The Sydney
£20.00 - silver
£22.50 - black
The Sydney is a nail clipper, perfect for both manicures
and pedicures. Its curved blade helps prevent breaking and
splitting of the nail.

Dual ended and Perfect for removing non living tissue
from the nail plate

The Milan
£20.00 - silver
£22.50 - black
The Milan is a dual-ended cuticle scraper and comes with
a straight edge scraper on one end & a cuticle knife on
the other - a must have in the salon. Her ability to remove
excess non living tissue from the nail plate is matched
only by her beauty. 



Dual ended
Available in black or silver
This item comes with a 12 month warranty to protect
against manufacturing faults
Perfect for removing non living tissue from difficult to
reach area
Ideal for pedicures

The Rio
£20.00- silver
£22.50 - black
The Rio is a dual-ended cuticle tool which comes with a
shaped end while the other end is a curette. Both ends are
designed to compliment each other in the removal of non
living tissue from difficult to reach areas such corners &
side walls as well as cleaning the underside of the nail.
 
This tool is perfect for those wanting to go one step
further in their nail prep from very good to immaculate. It
is also ideal for pedicures.

Dual ended
Available in black or silver
This item comes with a 12 month warranty to protect
against manufacturing faults
Designed to help your creative side with nail art,
colour mixing etc

The Paris
£17.50 - silver
£20.00 - black
The Paris is a dual-ended nail art tool or decoration tool
which comes with a dotting tool at one end and a sharp
end on the other. The dotting tool end is for creating
medium to large sized dots and more depending on your
level of creativity. 
 
The sharp end is the swiss arm knife of nail art tools -
ideal for mixing colours, creating stunning marbling,
precision nail art and even removing colour spillages from
cuticle area 



The London
The Milan
The Venice
The Tokyo
The Rio
The Paris

The London Collection 
Silver Kit - £140.00
Black Kit - £155.00
The London Collection is exactly that - the whole
collection of tools with The London, our clasped
signature cuticle nipper. As far as hand tools go - this
set has everything you'll need.
Buying the bundle together works out as a more cost
effective option to buying them separately whilst also
giving you an amazing set of essential tools that are
incredibly easy on the eye - a certainty to impress your
clients!
The kit contains:

The New York
The Milan
The Venice 

The New York Essentials
Silver Kit - £67.50
Black Kit - £75.00
The New York Essentials kit speaks for itself - it's a
smaller, essentials only nail tech tool kit consisting of a
clasp-free nipper, a dual ended pusher & a dual ended
scraper. 
Buying the bundle together works out as a more cost
effective option to buying them separately whilst also
giving you an amazing set of essential tools that are
incredibly easy on the eye - a certainty to impress your
clients!
The kit contains:

 



The New York
The Milan
The Venice
The Tokyo
The Rio
The Paris
The Sydney

The New York Collection 
Silver Kit - £140.00
Black Kit - £155.00
The New York Collection is exactly that - the whole
collection of tools with The New York, our clasp free
signature cuticle nipper. As far as hand tools go - this
set has everything you'll need.
Buying the bundle together works out as a more cost
effective option to buying them separately whilst also
giving you an amazing set of essential tools that are
incredibly easy on the eye - a certainty to impress your
clients!
The kit contains:

The London
The Milan
The Venice 

The London Essentials
Silver Kit - £67.50
Black Kit - £75.00
The London Essentials kit speaks for itself - it's a
smaller, essentials only nail tech tool kit consisting of a
clasped nipper, a dual ended scraper & a dual ended
pusher.
Buying the bundle together works out as a more cost
effective option to buying them separately whilst also
giving you an amazing set of essential tools that are
incredibly easy on the eye - a certainty to impress your
clients!
The kit contains:


